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Algerian Arabic transcript: 

 
A:<B -'"( CCC �&ل- ا%>&ن ?<8= 9>;:1 9& *8ج "'- *&ف ), 3&ل- ه5ي3&ل- و)1 راك دا)'-؟ ,  *&ف)'& %$#"! و��ا

 19la routine -'"( D?&E% D?&E% F9�Gال -H رق&J ... 3&ل- و)1 راك دا)'-؟ K#$( ا� lesو را%& MN#% O(83! ل><&ء �

viragesF�&Pو آ5ا و ال  ,Rه�Bا)& و�� . آ&ن )T!ف H- لB8<( 8MS! �8ا و آBوا -EB 3&ل- 9& آ&نRو و)1 راه- دارآ 

 FM:3د Uار ه5يو آ�و 9':1 . را%- %ON %!ل- ل�زا)8, را%- B&ب %!ل- ل�زا)8و)1 راه- ال�ار؟ , )M!ل ل- و)1 راه& ال

&'MNد, لYSل &'MNش-, ل&Pل&� [3Yت ,F>]&"ش- ^&و 19 ال&P&ل�3] Yزا)8 آ5ا)&, ت�شUP ت'N&ل لD الG!ف آ:T&ف . 19 ال

شUG ت!%c , 19 ال�زا)8 آ�ا)& b>`H8"( &9 و ل;1 3&ل! لF .Bon 1N% Dش&S? ,>_ R`H&د آ&%! شUP ^:8ا%H D- ال�زا)8

F(!د . شYS#ل DE(� 9&ش- bonال�ش!ر ,  و �g(Y و)ebon, les villes!';<( 1#"'& ل CCC ,  الUSdآ�)DE, و 19 �"� آ

 USdال -Hbon -H ANت les plaines USdري ت$#"- ال�Mس- ت!Nت -SNEةآ&)1 , و ل;1 آj(&^ k(8e .e ي�k(8 ت

US آ&ن H- ش`F<>* 8 وm ش`8 د)DE لd... اد)DE لUSd.  لS!)8ة19par exemple ت:jي وزو , 19 ال  19 CCC�Yد لYSد

F"�ر ,mi-avrilل DE(د USdل CCC  ,o#pل ش&ف ال&Nال DSd? , -H 8(زا�ال'&س , ��ات شE&ء mi-avril*&تb ه'& H- ال

Aا)&, وال�ور)CCC D#E , ور)Sd? .D#E! الN&ل, ا)&. F لj9 [Mال CCC الH o#p!ق ال CCC الUSdد)DE ت<, ال'&س CCC ال>F%&G و آ

 USdال s(�� ال CCC شUG هBو D:H1800 ,1700 -H م l’altitude ,ا�, و �!89داس, آ&ن )T!ف ت:jي وزو تS&ن لD ه;

&(�E{8? s#E#3'& رواB! تd! , ه&&ود%& ول:'& ل�ش8ة CCC ه�)s ل"d!زة أل- و[#'&?و 19 �"� ?DSd? ... F:T الN&لو . آ

�ل ?#:D. رB'& ل`�اك ال"8س. ^:O الE;>:!ر أل- ^&�'& ه;�ا, و آ�ا)&ت"T&و Sال"8س , زاد ش&ف ال"8س ت s#E#3 &>:و آ

 آ:<& H- ال�زا)8 ل"c(8 آ:�)8 الcS#( &9 F'N ه�اك ال8S%!س bonو ش&ف  19 . CCC�F]Y لF]YS 9&ش- آ:| آ:|

U(&S3 ��د )"'- ?<8= 9& ش&R`H, `&ز)� ش&E% .H&ع �&ل^ c(&~? ش&ف . CCC و ش&فbon 8(زا� H en général CCC- ال

ت<& آY آ>;>! %E&ع �Yد U(&S3 و زاد ش&ف ال CCC -'"( CCC آ:<& H- ال�زا)8 )�)8و ل"8اس , )�)8و ل8N)8ة H- ل"8اس

 -Hles salles , !(8;(sale!ل!M% &>:آ  , &`:H 8و(�H- لYSد ش&ف e -H !N(8(  . CCC!ا�Uال"8س وY~B F?&3ت آ�ا )

 F^&Bdifférence !S:d( و Fال� ش&ف ال'&س ت&آ!ل CCC -H شE% F'~^ -E&ع e"&م ه;�ا )8G^!ه& �8ة و ال'&س ت&آ!ل �&ل

و 19 �"� ... ال"8س %E&ع لYSد آ:<& )M!ل! CCC &`:H الHcharme -'"( F'S:`& و CCC شUP 3&ل- ال#H RN- الF~M ه;�ا )>8�:! 

Sd?k(8$وس� ال -H 8(زا� j9ا)F 9& درآ&3&ل- K9 لD .8G الN&ل و 19 �"� 3&ل- sE:#* O(83 ا%A و ل"d!زة و ل:A ل

 . )"'- ?Sd&تD و 3&ل- ان ش&ء ا� %"&ودو %!ل!, درت`&ش
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English translation: 

 
We started to go up and he became scared and he asked me: “Where are you taking me?” 
He told me—I mean, he got scared—uh—I mean, I felt that this person has never gone 
outside his routine—I mean, he seemed drowned in his job. We started to go up and he 
asked me: “Where are you taking me?” We are almost reaching the sky and with the 
curvy roads and things. And the bushes and he could see the cows grazing outside alone 
and things. He told me: “There is no one. Where is your house?” Each minute he asks 
me, “Where is this house of yours, where is your house? I want to go back to Algiers, I 
want to go back.” But when we arrived to the village and he met the people there—he 
met people who came from the capital, from Algiers—he sort of became less scared 
when he saw people who are his neighbors in Algiers. Well, he doesn’t know them but 
they told him that they were from Algiers. They kind of made him more comfortable. 
Afterwards, I took him to the village— When I took him to the mountain, we went up to 
the—uh—the villages—well, to the places where they live—the houses are not on the 
mountain, they are on the plains. But if you want to go around, you can climb the 
mountain—there is finished road, a road going from the—uh—from city to city. For 
example, it goes from Tizi Ouzou to Leboura. I took him to the mountain—I took him to 
the mountain, it was in May or April—mid-April. I took him to the—uh—the mountain 
and he liked it. He saw snow because in Algiers during mid-April the winter has ended – 
everything turned, everything—uh—turned warm. But there, he saw that there was still—
uh—snow on the—uh—the mountain. And so, he liked it. I showed him, I showed him—
uh—the mountain which is—uh—1800 or 1700 meters in altitude. He could see the 
whole of Tizi Ouzou and Boumerdès and he enjoyed it. And afterwards in the afternoon, 
we returned to the village—uh—and the lady who we took invited us for dinner and I 
took the taxi driver with us. We went to that wedding and he saw a different wedding. As 
I told you, the wedding changes from place to place. And he saw—uh— Well, like in 
Algiers, when the groom puts on henna, he doesn’t wear the garment that they have in the 
Kabylie1. So, he saw new things—I mean things he never saw. And he saw—uh—well, 
generally in Algiers—uh—they make Lehrira [a type of soup] in weddings—there he ate 
couscous from the Kabylie and he also saw the—uh—I mean—uh— Like in Algiers, 
they have weddings in halls; as we say, they book a hall. It is basically a celebration hall 
that they have the wedding in. In the village, he saw—uh—something different, he saw 
people eating in—uh—a big shared plate outside and people eat with their hands and 
distribute the meat—uh— He told me it has a charm, as we say, it is enjoyable—uh—I 
mean the Kabyle wedding. And so, he liked it and afterwards he told me: “In the middle 
of the road, I almost left you and the old lady to go back to Algiers, but now, it’s good 
that I didn’t do it.” I mean, he liked it and he told me: “God willing, we will do it again.”  

 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Kabylie: The region in Northern Algeria which is mostly populated by the Kabyle people, one of four 
different groups in Algeria claiming Berber ethnicity. 
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